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Overview
1. Ihde‘s Human-machine relations,
Reversion of the hermeneutic relation
2. Reformulation with Ricoeur‘s hermeneutic terms
3. So what?
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Ihde‘s Human-machine relations
&
Reversed hermeneutic relation
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Human-machine-world relations
(Ihde 1979)

Being in the world

Embodiment relations

“the machine is something
like a text. I may read an
author, but the author
[world, BG] is only
indirectly present in the text
[machine, BG].” Ihde (12)

“I have had a momentary
relation with a machine, but
in the modality of a deistic
god.

Hermeneutic relations

Background relations

Ihde (14)

Experience through a machine

“reflexive relation”
“The dashed reflexive arrow is
the reflection from the World
by which we may interpret or
understand ourselves. Our
involvements with the world
are paired with the potential
for reflection upon ourselves
via the world”
Ihde (6)

→
←
Reversed Hermeneutic relations
„(Human-data) ← (machine-World)“
Data:= machine readable representation of humans (data shadows)

Data is a text. Machines read humans,
but the humans are indirectly present in the text/data.
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Example: Machines read humans? Steaming is text…
“Snickers had a hunch that when people
get hungry, they stream songs that don’t
match the rest of their music taste. A
hardcore grime fan listening to classic
rock? Must be famished. A pop music
fan switching to ambient instrumentals?
Clearly needs a snack.
Snickers teamed up with Spotify to
identify these moments when a listener’s
music taste shifted to the opposite of
their usual preference. Then, of course,
we reminded them to grab a Snickers.
This Hunger Spotter campaign tapped
into Spotify’s unique streaming
intelligence: our unique insight into our
audience’s moods, mindsets, tastes
and habits. By understanding people
through music, we were able to group
listeners…” Spotify for Brands
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Example: Machines read humans? Facebook Likes are text…

“computer personality judgments have
higher external validity when predicting
life outcomes such as substance use,
political attitudes, and physical health;
for some outcomes, they even
outperform the self-rated personality
scores.
Computers outpacing humans in
personality judgment presents
significant opportunities and challenges
in the areas of psychological
assessment, marketing, and privacy.”
Youyou et al. 2015
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Example: Machines read humans? Habits are text…

DON‘T
IDLE!
NO
DEVIATION!

PREEM PT
IDLENESS!

“After the meal, Romeo knows that Mr. Smith usually
has a half-hour nap. Indeed, Mr. Smith goes to his
bedroom. However, after one hour, he has not come out
again. Romeo becomes concerned and enters the
bedroom to check that all is well. He tries to speak to Mr.
Smith but he does not respond. Romeo then contacts the
remote assistance centre who take control of Romeo to
assess the situation. As speaking is not enough to wake
Mr. Smith, the remote operator takes control of Romeo's
hand to shake him gently, while taking care not to injure
him. This time, Mr. Smith wakes up. He was simply
more tired than usual.
After the children have left, Mr. Smith stays sitting in
an idle position for a long time. Romeo becomes
concerned and suggests activities based on Mr. Smith's
habits: calling a friend to play a game of cards, giving him
a book or the TV guide. Mr. Smith opts for the game of
cards and calls his friend.”
http://projetromeo.com/en last accessed 2017-06-13
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(Human-data) ← Machine → (data-like World)
≠ personalization (person-like World)
but a
system-specific data-interpretation
with artifacts and third party involvement

Machines read
humans?
Human-machine
relation: being read
Reading is reading as x,
is to interpret/ construe:
NOT deduction
Therefor open for different
readings, interpretation as y
or misinterpretation.
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Machines read
humans?
Human-machine
relation: being read

OH LORD

Reading is reading as x,
is to interpret/ construe:
NOT deduction

PLEASE, DON ‘T LET
M E BE M ISUNDERSTOOD

Therefor open for different
readings, interpretation as y
or misinterpretation.

Deist ic God
Technospher e

Let M y Dat a
M at ch M yself
Or Let M yself
M at ch M y Dat a
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Reformulation with
Ricœur‘s hermeneutic terms
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Paul Ricœur and Technology?
https://ricoeurandtechnology.wordpress.com/

•
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Interpretation, understanding, reading text or entities
as if they were text – hermeneutic
• prefigure
• configure
• refigure

Paul Ricœur and Technology?
https://ricoeurandtechnology.wordpress.com/
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"In a narrative, an event is an incident that
contributes to the further development of
the narrative. Conversely, belonging to
this or that intrigue [configuration/ mythos/
narrative] determines an incident as an
event. The choice of intrigue is at the
same time the choice of what is
considered an event". Ricœur

Events are “connecting fractures”
Tones are “connecting fractures”

Narrative

Event
1

E2

Stream of
incidents/
occurrences

E3

E4
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prefigures

Reader

prefigures

Author

refigures

configures

Narratives
configuration

refigurator

configurator

Prefiguration – Configuration – Refiguration
Mimesis I – Mimesis II – Mimesis III

Stream of incidents
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refigures

Data configuration
(user profiles, ontologies,…)

Learning systems

User
prefigures

customer,
assisted person/
decider,
→ other systems
(technosphere)

prefigures

AI/Algo

Stream of incidents
Processes, behaviour, actions (human or non-human)

Transformation

configures

Prefiguration – Configuration – Refiguration
Mimesis I – Mimesis II – Mimesis III

Medium
Possibility space of
Perception
Decision
16
Action

So what?
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• learning systems interpret people via their dat a pr ef igur at ion
• th ey th e n co n stru ct a dat a-conf igur at ion th a t o rie n ts th e syste m s’
in te rve n tio n s in th e wo rld (re co m m e n d a tio n s, filte rin g, n u d gin g →
stru ctu rin g th e o p tio n s o f p e rce p tio n , d e cisio n , a n d a ctio n )
• p e rce ivin g, d e cid in g, a n d a ctin g in th e se p re figu re d (p re a rra n ge d )
p o ssib ility sp a ce (m e d iu m ) is th e n r ef igur ed by th e syste m s a n d so o n
So wh a t?
• if th e d yn a m ic is a n in te rp re ta tio n a n d n o t a d e d u ctio n , th e n th e re is
ro o m fo r a lte rn a tive in te rp re ta tio n s o r m isu n d e rsta n d in gs
• th o se m isu n d e rsta n d in g e q u a lly tra n sfo rm o u r p ., d ., a . o p tio n s
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• Self-understanding via machine-interpretation
“The dashed reflexive arrow is the reflection from the
World by which we may interpret or understand
ourselves. Our involvements with the world are paired
with the potential for reflection upon ourselves via
the world” Ihde (6)
5. we are read
„And, as a psychologist, what excited me
most was the idea that we would use what
we learned in the virtual world about
ourselves, about our identity, to live better
lives in the real world.”

1. we are read
(data
prefiguration)

(prefigured
differently)
→ WE
INTERPRET
OURSELVES
based on 3.

2. data
configuration
by learning
systems

[Sherry Turkle at TED2012 about herself in 1997]

“Facebook may be better at
judging people's personalities than
their closest friends, their spouses,
and in some cases, even
themselves.” Lapowsky 2013

4. we act in that
transfromed
medium

3. „world“
transformation
according to 2.
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• So what is the problem?
– understanding (others, the world etc.) is difficult, it requires practice, it is a competence
and therefore: use it or lose it
– if humans and machines switch side in the hermeneutic relation, and the human
understanding is guided by machine interpretation, then our hermeneutic competence
might change (could be used to educate as well… normative position?)
– the self-understanding via machine-understanding idea is far to simple (already was
with Kapp: self-reflexion via analysis of organ-projections)
– the interventions (step 3: world transformation) are influenced by far more than what we
actually do (step 1): technical artifacts (sensor hardware, thresholds…), other members
of the user-ensemble, third party interests…
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• We are used to understand us, others, and the world (narratives) – hermeneutics.
• We are used to being (mis)understood by others – we have ways of coping.
• We are not used to being understood by machines and to encounter a technically
prefigured world based on those interpretations – we need ways to cope with that.
First steps might be:
• reverse the hermeneutic relation; analyze with suitable (hermeneutic) tools (like
Ricoeur’s…)
• don’t trust the “we know who you really are” narrative
• MAYBE: reset data-configurations now and then – enable digital first impressions
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